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Hank Jensen doesn’t believe in monsters—not the kind Stephen King writes about at any rate.Hank Jensen doesn’t believe in monsters—not the kind Stephen King writes about at any rate.

Hank is one of New York’s best criminal profilers and loves his job. But when he meets the Bristol Butchers, all that

changes. They are a pair of psychopaths—cannibals. He chases them in spite of the disabling curse they cast on him,

in spite of their threats to his family, and when he catches up to them, his horror begins. They claim to be gods—

immortal, omnipotent—and they change into monsters before his eyes. Unable to stop them, the battle leaves him

sick, despondent, broken. His career is at an end. His only respite is his family.

Years later, the Butchers return to make good on their threats. When his family disappears on Halloween night,

Hank decides his time for doing nothing is at an end.

He must chase them to places he thought existed only in myth. He knows they have the power to raise monsters,

mythical beings—even the dead—to block his path. How can he, a disabled mortal, overcome gods? How will he

overcome his disability, his doubts?
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Pick up your copy of Errant Gods today and find out!Pick up your copy of Errant Gods today and find out!

"Comparable to Stephen King's Gunslinger sequence (which is referenced in the novel) in terms of genre-blending"Comparable to Stephen King's Gunslinger sequence (which is referenced in the novel) in terms of genre-blending

originality and sheer creative courage, Vick's latest is a page-turning storytelling tour de force."originality and sheer creative courage, Vick's latest is a page-turning storytelling tour de force." -BlueInk Review

"Errant Gods Blood of Isir is a potential classic in the making and surely will be enjoyed among readers for"Errant Gods Blood of Isir is a potential classic in the making and surely will be enjoyed among readers for

generations to come. Hints of an inevitable sequel are provided upon the rising plot escalation. Upon the final pagesgenerations to come. Hints of an inevitable sequel are provided upon the rising plot escalation. Upon the final pages

reading audiences will be making their reservation in flight among The Errant Gods"reading audiences will be making their reservation in flight among The Errant Gods" --Dave Gammon,

HorrorNews.net

"An audacious novel with a hero that braves both mythical creatures and a disability" -Kirkus Reviews"An audacious novel with a hero that braves both mythical creatures and a disability" -Kirkus Reviews

"Delivering an amalgamation of everything that is universally loved by fantasy readers Vick has the enviable ability"Delivering an amalgamation of everything that is universally loved by fantasy readers Vick has the enviable ability

to engage our dreams and lust for far flung adventure by creating highly original storylines that really resonate withto engage our dreams and lust for far flung adventure by creating highly original storylines that really resonate with

his readers. And he does so here by tapping into the rich literary vein of Viking myth and folklore to deliver ahis readers. And he does so here by tapping into the rich literary vein of Viking myth and folklore to deliver a

narrative that's both original and highly entertaining, but it's in protagonist Hank Jensen that Vick really hits hisnarrative that's both original and highly entertaining, but it's in protagonist Hank Jensen that Vick really hits his

home run.home run." -- BookViral

A selection of comments from Amazon readers:

"This really ISN'T like Stephen King's Dark Tower series. This is far, far better and significantly scarier.""This really ISN'T like Stephen King's Dark Tower series. This is far, far better and significantly scarier."

"Yes, this is reminiscent of Stephen King's Dark Tower series, but I found myself actually liking this wonderful book"Yes, this is reminiscent of Stephen King's Dark Tower series, but I found myself actually liking this wonderful book

even more than I enjoyed that series."even more than I enjoyed that series."

"Errant Gods is a cracking good adventure/horror novel.""Errant Gods is a cracking good adventure/horror novel."

"If you like Stephen King's Gunslinger, you will like this..""If you like Stephen King's Gunslinger, you will like this.."
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"Does he really write in the chilling tradition of Stephen King, Joe Hill and Dean Kootz? Yes! And errant Gods is"Does he really write in the chilling tradition of Stephen King, Joe Hill and Dean Kootz? Yes! And errant Gods is

equally as good as anything they've written."equally as good as anything they've written."

"Anyone looking for well written and intelligent novel in this genre would do well to pick it up.""Anyone looking for well written and intelligent novel in this genre would do well to pick it up."

"Have you read a book you just couldn't put down?? I did! This one! ""Have you read a book you just couldn't put down?? I did! This one! "

"There's so much to Errant Gods that it could have been made into three novels.""There's so much to Errant Gods that it could have been made into three novels."

"I really loved this book! I thought it would be more crime chasing but the jump to fantasy was amazing.""I really loved this book! I thought it would be more crime chasing but the jump to fantasy was amazing."

"A page Turner that kept me on the edge of my seat and had me ignoring anything else I needed to do because I could"A page Turner that kept me on the edge of my seat and had me ignoring anything else I needed to do because I could

not put it down!!! "not put it down!!! "

"Great book for anyone who loves horror, suspense and mythology.""Great book for anyone who loves horror, suspense and mythology."

"I had trouble putting the book down and literally raced through it.""I had trouble putting the book down and literally raced through it."

"With a strong plot and faultless dialogue, this is one book I am eager to recommend.""With a strong plot and faultless dialogue, this is one book I am eager to recommend."

"Brilliant, I lost a lot of sleep not being able to put it down! Very very highly recommended.""Brilliant, I lost a lot of sleep not being able to put it down! Very very highly recommended."
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